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Abstract. Over the last few years, eÆcient access to heterogeneous da-
ta sources has become tremendously important. One common technique
for increasing eÆciency is to maintain locally stored views in data ware-
houses, which must be kept current with respect to the changes in the
underlying data sources. While this problem has been extensively studied
in the context of select-project-join (SPJ) views and relational warehous-
es, many of the data sources accessible today over the Web are highly
irregular. Views over this irregular data often perform complex restruc-
turing and regrouping far beyond traditional SPJ views.

This paper describes WHAX (Warehouse Architecture for XML), an ar-
chitecture for de�ning and maintaining views over hierarchical semistruc-
tured data and relational data sources with key constraints. The WHAX

model is a variant of the deterministic model of [8], but is more remi-
niscent of XML. The view de�nition language is a variation of XML-QL
that has been adapted to the WHAX model, and supports selections,
joins, and important restructuring operations such as regrouping, at-
tening, and aggregation. The incremental maintenance technique is based
on the notion of multi-linearity and generalizes several well-known tech-
niques from the relational case.

1 Introduction

XML has become an important standard for the representation and exchange
of data over the Internet. As an instance of semi-structured data [2], which was
initially proposed as a methodology in the Tsimmis project [10], it can also be
used for data integration [12]. That is, data sources are represented in XML;
transformations and integration are then expressed in one of several XML query
languages that have been proposed [17, 13, 15] to create an XML view [1]. The
view can then be stored (or materialized) by mapping it into a conventional
(relational) DBMS as suggested in [18, 19].

For example, this approach is currently being explored within the biomedi-
cal community in data integration projects at GeneLogic [11] as well as in the
EpoDB [28] and GUSS projects in the Center for Bioinformatics at the Univer-
sity of Pennsylvania (see www.pcbi.upenn.edu).

? This research was supported in part by DOE DE-FG02-94-ER-61923 Sub 1, NS-
F DBI99-75206, NSF IIS98-17444, ARO DAAG55-98-1-0331, and a grant from
SmithKline Beecham.



Once the view has been materialized, it must be maintained as updates to the
underlying data sources are made. This problem has been extensively studied for
select-project-join (SPJ) views in the relational model (see [23] for a survey) and
has also been investigated for object-oriented databases [25, 20]. SPJ views have
an important property: They are distributive with respect to relational union.
For example, R1 ./ (R2 [ 4R2) = (R1 ./ R2) [ (R1 ./ 4R2) holds for any
relations R1 and R2 and a set of new tuples 4R2. To compute the new view
R1 ./ (R2 [4R2), only the query R1 ./ 4R2 must be evaluated and the result
added to the existing view (R1 ./ R2). Since 4R2 is usually much smaller than
R2, this is more eÆcient than reevaluating the view. More general, SPJ views
are functions f(R1; :::; Rn) of (not necessarily distinct) base relations R1, ..., Rn

that are multi-linear with respect to union:1

f(R1; :::; Ri [4Ri; :::; Rn) = f(R1; :::; Ri; :::; Rn) [ f(R1; :::;4Ri; :::; Rn)

Multi-linearity is a powerful concept. It allows eÆcient view maintenance for
bulk updates and can be extended to handle deletions. It is also fundamental for
other optimization techniques, such as parallel query evaluation and pipelining.

Unfortunately, it is diÆcult to adopt this technique for semistructured data
and XML. First, the law requires that updates are represented as data values
themselves, and second, some union operation [ must be de�ned.

Existing techniques for view maintenance in the semistructured data mod-
el [3, 31] only allow single atomic graph updates such as edge deletion/insertion
based on the node's object identities. We will show in Sec. 2 that updates with
opaque OIDs carry little information about how the view is a�ected. Hence,
view maintenance is complicated and complex auxiliary data structures must be
maintained.

The WHAX Approach. The Warehouse Architecture for XML (WHAX) is a new
architecture that combines the power and simplicity of multi-linearity with the
exibility of the semistructured data model. The WHAX model is a hierarchi-
cal, semistructured data model very much like the null-terminated deterministic
model introduced in [8], and is also closely related to LDAP [29, 24]. WHAX is
based on the concept of local keys: Each outgoing edge of the same parent node
is identi�ed by some locally unique key. This ensures that each node in the tree
is identi�ed by a unique path from the root, which provides a new notion of
object identity. One consequence is that WHAX-updates can be represented as
WHAX-trees themselves. WHAX data can easily be produced from XML data by
the speci�cation of keys, and can be straightforwardly produced from relational
data using key information.

Contributions. In this paper, we make the following contributions:

{ The WHAX data model provides a natural embedding for relational and hi-
erarchical semistructured data sources such as XML. As in the deterministic
model [8], updates are represented as WHAX-values themselves, and there is
one fundamental update operation called deep-union.

1 We slightly misuse the notion of multi-linearity here: To be multi-linear, [ must be a
group operation with an inverse function similar to the de�nition in [20]. We address
this issue in Sec. 6.



<Conf name="STACS" year="1996"> <Person>

<Publ> <Title> Views </Title> <Name> Tim </Name>

<Author> Tim </Author> <Age> 35 </Age>

<Author> Peter </Author> </Person>

<Pages> <From> 117 </From>

<To> 127 </To> <Person>

</Pages> <Name> Peter </Name>

</Publ> <Age> 45 </Age>

<Publ> <Title> Types </Title> </Person>

<Author> Tim </Author>

<Pages> <From> 134 </From>

<To> 146 </To>

</Pages>

</Publ>

</Conf>

Fig. 1. A Publication Database in XML

{ The query language WHAX-QL, based on XML-QL [17], generalizes rela-
tional SPJ queries and additionally allows powerful restructuring through
regrouping and aggregations. We present a restriction of WHAX-QL that
is provably multilinear, and hence allows eÆcient incremental view mainte-
nance.

{ For deletion updates, we develop an extension of the counting technique used
for SPJ views in the relational model. The technique can also be used for
view de�nitions involving aggregation.

Limitations. In this paper, we do not consider ordered data structures as in
XML. Since positions of elements can change dynamically, view maintenance
of ordered structures is more diÆcult. Initial ideas can be found in [26] and
are briey described in Sec. 8. Furthermore, we do not investigate properties of
the query language, such as expressiveness under multi-linearity. However, we
believe that the techniques proposed in this paper are fundamental and can be
extended to other, more powerful languages as well.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Sec. 2 presents a motivating
XML example, and shows how the WHAX approach di�ers from existing view
maintenance techniques for semistructured data. The WHAX data model is ex-
plained in Sec. 3, followed by the view de�nition language in Sec. 4. We describe
the multi-linearity property for WHAX-views in Sec. 5 and extend the incre-
mental view maintenance technique to deletions in Sec. 6. Sec. 7 describes how
aggregate queries can be eÆciently maintained in WHAX. We conclude in Sec. 8
with a brief discussion of future work.

2 Motivating Example

Consider the XML example shown in Fig. 1 with information about conference
publications and authors.2 Each publication has a title and a list of author

2 Any resemblence with real people is unintentional!



names. Publications are grouped within the conference in which they appear
and each author name refers to a person.

There are two ways to identify (and update) an object in XML3. First, one
can use positions to describe a path within the document, e.g. the third paper in
the second conference. However, positions can change during updates (e.g. the
insertion of a new �rst author), and positions in the view can be di�erent from
the position in the source (e.g. \select all authors with Age>30").

The second approach is to adopt the (unordered) semistructured data model.
Nodes are identi�ed by object identities and three updates are considered [3, 31]:
edge insertion, edge deletion, and value modi�cation. Updates based on object
identities, however, make it diÆcult to reason about what parts of the view have
been a�ected.

To illustrate, consider the following simple view: store all authors who pub-
lished in STACS'96. Furthermore, consider the insertion of a new author into
some publication with OID o. Since it is not directly observable whether o be-
longs to STACS'96 or not, it is not clear whether the author should be inserted
into the view. The algorithms described in [3, 31] therefore need auxiliary data
structures to represent the relationship between objects in the view and those
in the source database. These data structures can be large and expensive to
maintain.

The approaches in [3, 31] have two other serious drawbacks: First, the algo-
rithms are restricted to atomic updates, i.e. each single atomic update causes
queries to the source database to update the view. Second, objects in the views
must always correspond to exactly one object in the source. Hence, important
regrouping or aggregate operations cannot be performed.

Intuitively, the problem can be simpli�ed considerably by providing and using
existing key information. In the WHAX model, each node is identi�ed by the
path from the root to the node. The keys along the path capture much more
information than opaque object identities. For example, Fig. 2 shows the WHAX
representation of the XML database in Fig. 1. Each conference is identi�ed by
its name and the year, a publication within a conference is identi�ed by its title,
and an author is identi�ed by its name.

The previous update can now easily be propagated into the view, since the
key information (STACS'96) is part of the identity of the inserted author. We
elaborate on the model in the next section.

3 The WHAX Data Model

The WHAX data model is an unordered edge-labeled tree. The tree is determin-

istic in that the outgoing edges of a node have di�erent local identi�ers. More
formally, let B be the set of all base values (strings, integers, ...) and V be the
set of WHAX-values. Local identi�ers are pairs l(k) with label l 2 B and key

k 2 V . The set of all WHAX-values is de�ned recursively as the (minimal) set of
�nite partial functions from local identi�ers to trees: V = (B � V ); V .

3 As with relational view maintenance, we do not consider bulk update expressions
(e.g. \Increase the age of all persons by 1"). They must �rst be evaluated on the
database to generate updates on speci�c objects.



Publ(Title:"Views")

Age

"35"

Age

"45"

@year:"1996")
Conf(@name:"STACS",

Person("Tim")

Person("Peter")

Publ(Title:"Types")

Pages
PagesAuthor("Tim")

To

Author("Peter")

From
ToFrom

Author("Tim")

"117" "127" "134" "146"

Fig. 2. Sample WHAX Tree

Values are constructed using fl1(k1) : f:::g; :::; ln(kn) : f:::gg. If ki in li(ki)
is the empty partial function fg, then we write li. If ki is a tree construct f:::g,
then we write li(:::) instead of li(f:::g). For example, the value fConf(@name :
fSTACS : fgg;@year : f1996 : fgg) : :::g represents conference STACS'96. Single-
ton trees of the form fstr : fgg occur frequently and are abbreviated as double-
quoted literals \str". Hence, the value above is equivalent to fConf(@name :
\STACS00;@year : \199600) : :::g.

Fig. 2 shows the WHAX representation of the XML example in Fig. 1. We use
the XPath [14] convention and preceed attribute labels with '@'. The Age label
forms an identi�er with an empty key fg; this represents the constraint that there
can be only one age per Person. Recall that \str" represents singleton function
fstr : fgg. E.g. local identi�er Person(\Tim") is the same as Person(fTim : fgg)
and leaf nodes marked with some string \str" have, in fact, one outgoing edge
with label str and the empty value fg.

Deep Union. The fundamental operation on WHAX-trees is deep union [8]. The
deep union of two WHAX-trees v1 and v2 matches the common identi�ers of v1
and v2 and recursively performs deep union on their respective subvalues. The
edges that only occur in v1 (or v2), but not in v2 (v1, respectively) are copied
into the resulting tree:

v1 ] v2 ::= fl(k) : s1 ] s2 j l(k) : s1 2 v1; l(k) : s2 2 v2g [

fl(k) : s j l(k) : s 2 v1; l(k) =2 dom(v2)g [

fl(k) : s j l(k) : s 2 v2; l(k) =2 dom(v1)g

where dom(v) is the set of local identi�ers in v: dom(v) := fl(k) j l(k) : s 2 vg.
Similar to union in relational databases, deep union is the core mechanism for
inserting data into a database. For example, Fig. 3 shows how a shoesize and
address value for Tim can be added to a database with Tim and Peter.

We will describe in Sec. 5 howWHAX-QL queries are multi-linear with respect
to deep union and we show in Sec. 6 how how deep union can be extended to
handle deletions.

XML )WHAX. The conversion from (unordered) XML data into a WHAX tree
is not diÆcult. Given the information about keys, labels in the XML tree are



U+Age Age

"45"

Person("Peter")Person("Tim")

=
Person("Tim")

AddrShoesize

"Berlin"

Person("Peter")Person("Tim")

"Berlin"

Age

Shoesize Addr

Age

"12" "45""35" "12" "35"

Fig. 3. Deep Union

annotated with the key values and the key is \pulled" out from the XML tree.
Details about key speci�cations and the transformation can be found in [26].

Relational Databases in WHAX. There is a natural translation from relational
databases into WHAX: Each tuple is represented by an outgoing edge from the
root. The relation name R and the key k of the tuple form the local identi�er
R(k). All non-key attributes form a subtree under R(k). Fig. 4 shows an example.

R1 A  B  C  D
a1 b1 c1 d1

a2 b2 c2 d2

The primary key of R1 is {A,B}

R1(A:a1,B:b1)

D C DC

R1(A:a2,B:b2)

R2(...)

"c1" "c2" "d2""d1"

Fig. 4. Translation of a relational database to some WHAX-tree

4 De�ning Views in WHAX

Over the past few years, several query languages for semi-structured and XML
data have been proposed [17, 27, 13, 4, 7]; as of yet, however, there is no standard.
In this paper, we consider a language, called WHAX-QL, which is based on
XML-QL [17]. WHAX-QL di�ers from XML-QL in that local identi�ers (i.e.
labels and keys) can be matched against patterns. XML-QL bindings such as
<tag> $x <=> in $db are modi�ed to <tag(KPat)> $x <=> in $db, where key
pattern KPat contains variable bindings, constant values, or combinations of
them.

We start by illustrating WHAX-QL through some examples.

Example View V1: Select the name and the age of all authors older than 36:

V1($db) = where <Person($n).Age> $a </> in $db,

$a > 36

construct <MyPerson($n).Age> $a </>

The path expression Person($n).Age identi�es the age of each person in the
database $db and binds the person's name to $n. The age of the person is bound



to variable $a. Recall that the age is represented as a single outgoing edge from
the Age node. To satisfy $a > 36, the value of $a must be a label l or of the
form fl : fgg where l is an integer with l > 36.

Note that only persons with an Age element appear in the output, which is
di�erent from the following view V 0

1
:

V1'($db) = where <Person(Name:$n)> $p </> in $db

construct <MyPerson(Name:$n)>

where <Age> $a </> in $p,

$a > 36

construct <Age> $a </>

</>

Example View V2: For each author, return the title, conference name, and page
numbers for each publication:

V2($db) =

where <Conf(@name:$n,@year:$y).Publ(Title:$t)>

<Author($a)> </>

<Pages> $p </>

</> in $db

construct <Author(Name:$a).Publ(Title:$t,Conf:$n,Year:$y).Pages> $p </>

Variable $a binds to any author name and $p is bound to the pages of the
publication identi�ed by $n, $y, and $t. The view is a tree with authors at the
root and their publications at the leaves. This illustrates the regrouping power
of WHAX-QL.

It is always possible to \unnest" nested variable bindings. For example, View
V2 could be equivalently written as:

V'2($db) =

where <Conf(@name:$n,@year:$y).Publ(Title:$t).Author($a)> </> in $db,

<Conf(@name:$n,@year:$y).Publ(Title:$t).Pages> $p </> in $db

construct <Author(Name:$a).Publ(Title:$t,Conf:$n,Year:$y).Pages> $p </>

As in XML-QL, multiple occurrences of the same variable require the corre-
sponding values to be equal, which is an intuitive way to represent joins. In the
example above, the uniqueness of paths in WHAX ensures that author $a and
pages $p belong to the same publication.

Example View V3: For each person, return their age and all STACS publications.
Furthermore, group all publication by their year:

V3($db) =

where <Person(Name:$n).Age> $a </> in $db,

<Conf(@name:"STACS",@year:$y).Publ(Title:$t).Author($n)></> in $db

construct <Author(Name:$n).Age> $a </>,

<Author(Name:$n).STACS(Year:$y).Title($t)> </>

This query performs a join between persons and authors over variable $n. Fig. 5
shows the regrouping e�ect of this query.



@year:"1996")
Conf(@name:"STACS", Person("Jim")

Age

STACS(Year:"1996")

Age

"35"

Author("Peter")

Publ(Title:"Views")

Author("Tim")
Author("Tim")

Publ(Title:"Types")

Pages Pages

Author("Jim")

Title("Types")
"35"

Title("Views")

Fig. 5. Regrouping result for view V3

e ::= "str" j $x j e1 op e2 j e1 ] e2 j Q j (LPat(e1) : e
0

1; :::;LPatn(en) : e
0

n)

Q ::= where <PPat1> $x1 <=> in $d1 ;
:::
<PPatm> $xm <=> in $dm ;
cond1; :::; condn

construct <PExpr
1
> e1 <=>; :::; <PExpr

p
> ep <=>

PPat ::= LPat1(KPat1): ::: :LPatn(KPatn)
LPat ::= l j $x
KPat ::= $x j (l1(v1) : KPat1; :::; ln(vn) : KPatn)
PExpr ::= LPat1(e1): ::: :LPatn(en)

Fig. 6. Syntax of WHAX-QL

4.1 The Syntax of WHAX-QL

Fig. 6 shows the syntax of WHAX-QL. A WHAX expression e can either be a
string constant str , a variable, an arithmetic or comparison operation e1 op e2,
the deep union e1 ] e2, a where-construct-expression Q, or a value constructor
(LPat(e1) : e

0
1
; :::;LPatn(en) : e

0
n
).

The where-clause of Q describes the variable bindings. For each valuation of
the variables in the where-clause, the construct-clause is evaluated and the results
are deep-unioned together.

The identi�ers $d1 , ..., $dn in the where-clause denote WHAX data sources
and are called base variables. A path pattern PPat i matches a path in $di against
a given sequence of label patterns LPat and key patterns KPat , separated by dots:
LPat1(KPat1). ... .LPatn(KPatn). The value at the end of the path is bound
to variable $xi . As in XML-QL, variable $xi can be omitted if it is not used
anywhere.

A label pattern LPat is either a constant label l or a label variable $x ,
and a key pattern KPat is either a variable $x or a complex pattern (l1(v1) :
KPat1; :::; ln(vn) : KPatn). It matches a WHAX-tree if the tree has exactly n
elements with distinct local identi�ers l1(v1), ..., ln(vn) and the element values
match patterns KPat1, ..., KPatn, respectively. If KPat (or v) in LPat(KPat)
(l(v), respectively) is the empty value fg, then we write LPat (l , respectively).

A path expression PExpr
i
is a sequence of label and key constructs. The leaf

value of the path is determined by WHAX-QL expression ei. The values of all
path expressions under all valuations are (deep-)unioned to form the output.



Variables in WHAX-QL. We distinguish several types of variables by their �rst
occurrence within a WHAX-expression. Parameters to the query (such as $db)
are called parameter variables. Variables in path patterns PPat i are bound to
labels or key values and are called label variables and key variables, respectively.
Variables $xi at the leaves of path bindings are called value variables. Variable
$db in <PPat i> $xi <=> in $db must be bound in an outer scope, either as a
parameter, value, or key variable.

Syntactic Simpli�cations We do not consider nested binding patterns in this
paper. Views V2 and V 0

2
in Sec. 4 illustrate how such nested bindings can be

eliminated. Similarly, we do not consider the case where some value variable $xi
from <PPat i> $xi <=> in $dbi is the base variable $dbj of some other pattern
in the same where-clause: <PPat j> $xj <=> in $xi . The second pattern can be
replaced by pattern <PPat i:PPatj> $xj <=> in $dbi .

XML-QL vs. WHAX-QL. Since WHAX-QL is based on a deterministic tree mod-
el, WHAX-QL does not require Skolem functions, which are used in XML-QL to
generate OIDs. Lastly, although we did not describe regular path expressions,
they can easily be introduced with a pattern RegExpr [$p] where RegExpr de-
notes a regular expression over local identi�ers and $p binds to the entire path
matching RegExpr. All view maintenance results in this paper will still hold.

5 View Maintenance through Multi-Linearity

As mentioned earlier, the multi-linearity law is the foundation for eÆcient in-
cremental view maintenance of bulk updates. For example, a relational SPJ
view V (R1; R2) is distributive in parameters R1 and R2 with respect to union:
V (R1[4R1; R2) = V (R1; R2)[V (4R1; R2) and V (R1; R2[4R2) = V (R1; R2)[
V (R1;4R2). The updated view V (R1 [ 4R1; R2) is therefore easily computed
by inserting the result of query V (4R1; R2) to the view V (R1; R2).

The same multi-linearity law should hold for WHAX queries under deep u-
nion ]. Unfortunately,WHAX-QL queries are not necessarily multi-linear in their
given form. We identify two crucial properties to make WHAX-QL queries multi-
linear: First, the key variable constraint forbids the use of parameter and value
variables as key and operand variables. Second, the base variable constraint for-
bids the multiple use of base variables. While the �rst constraint is a restriction
of the language, the second condition can always be ful�lled by query rewriting.
Both properties are described next.

Key Variable Constraint. Intuitively, a view is not multi-linear if it is not mono-
tone, i.e. if an insertion at the source can cause a deletion in the view. Recal-
l example view V1 from Sec. 4, which accesses value variable $a in condition
$a > 36. The condition is only true if $a is a singleton tree with an integer label
> 36. Consider the (rather unusual) insertion of a second age for some author.
Then the condition will become false because $a is no longer a singleton tree,
and the author must be deleted from the view. Hence, the view is not monotone
and not multi-linear.



Similarly, consider the use of a parameter/value variable $x as a key variable
in a path pattern PPat (or path expression PExpr ). The value of the parame-
ter/value variable can change during an update and this will make PPat (PExpr )
refer to a completely di�erent value. This change in the view is only possible by
deletion of the previous value. Hence, such queries are non-monotone.

Therefore, we syntactically restrict WHAX-QL queries as follows:

De�nition 1. A WHAX-QL query is maintainable if no parameter/value vari-

able $x occurs as a key variable or operand of some base operation e1 op e2.

It is ususally not possible to rewrite a query into an equivalent, maintainable
query. However, one can often replace the query by a similar query that returns
the same expected result. For example, view V1 can be transformed into a main-
tainable view V 00

1
by binding $a to the label (i.e. the age value) of each Age edge,

instead of the set of all ages.

V''1($db) = where <Person($n).Age.$a> </> in $db,

$a > 36

construct <MyPerson($n).Age.$a> </>

Base Variable Constraint. Consider view V3($db) in Sec. 4. Here, variable $db

is used twice as a base variable to perform a join between persons and authors
of publications. Intuitively, the view is not multi-linear for a database DB and
update 4DB (i.e. V3(DB ]4DB) 6= V3(DB) ] V3(4DB)), since some persons
or authors in 4DB might join with authors (persons, respectively) in DB.

Fortunately, the view can be made multi-linear by replacing the second oc-
currence of $db with a fresh variable $db' and adding $db as a parameter variable:

V'3($db,$db') =

where <Person(Name:$n).Age> $a </> in $db,

<Conf(@name:"STACS",@year:$y).Publ(Title:$t).Author($n)></> in $db'

construct <Author(Name:$n).Age> $a </>,

<Author(Name:$n).STACS(Year:$y).Title($t)> </>

The new multi-linear view V 0
3
($db; $db0) is equivalent to V3($db), if applied to

the same database: V 0
3
(DB;DB) = V3(DB).

Theorem 1. A maintainable WHAX-QL view V ($d1 , ... $dn) is multi-linear in
its parameters $d1 , ... $dn if all base variables $db of the same where-construct-
expression are distinct and do not occur in the construct-clause.

Lemma 1. A maintainable view V ($db1 ; :::; $dbn ) can always be transformed
into an equivalent multi-linear view.

Intuitively, the query is rewritten into a query V 0($db0
1
; :::; $db0

m
) (n � m) where

each original parameter $dbi is replaced by several new parameters $db0
j
in the

new view.4 The views are equivalent for databasesDB1, ..., DBn, if each new pa-
rameter $db0

j
maps to the database DBi of the corresponding original parameter

4 In computational geometry and linear algebra this rewriting is called polariza-

tion [30].



$dbi . Note that an update 4DBi might be propagated into several parameters
and the multi-linearity law must be applied several times to maintain the view.

A more complex example of rewriting is given in Appendix A. Details of the
rewriting process can be found in [26].

Relational SPJ Views and WHAX-QL Views. We have argued in Sec. 3 that
WHAX captures relational database instances with keys (but ignoring foreign
key constraints). It can also be proven that WHAX-QL is a generalization of
relational SPJ queries:

Lemma 2. Relational SPJ views can be expressed as maintainable WHAX queries.

6 Deletions

The pure form of multi-linearity can only be used to propagate insertion updates
using (deep) union; it cannot be used for propagating deletion updates. The
reason is analogous to that in relational SPJ views: a single tuple in the view
may have multiple derivations from tuples in the base relations. It is therefore
not clear whether a tuple in the view should be deleted (if the last derivation is
eliminated) or whether the tuple should be kept (if there are more derivations).

Two approaches to deletions have been investigated for relational SPJ-views:
1) View analysis [9] and 2) view maintenance using multi-set semantics [21] or
counting [6, 22].

The view analysis algorithm in [9] is a static decision procedure which accepts
only views for which any tuple in the view is guaranteed to have exactly one
derivation from the base relations. That is, it guarantees that that the union is
disjoint under the insertion of new tuples.

Alternatively, one can keep track of the number of derivations for each dis-
tinct tuple in the view. Multi-set semantics for SPJ views keeps tuple duplicates
and allows insertions/deletions to add/remove duplicates [21]. The counting ap-
proach [6, 22] annotates each tuple with its number of derivations. In contrast
to the multi-set approach, counts can be negative and deletions can be treated
as insertions of tuples with negative counts.

All these techniques are based on variations of the original set union oper-
ation (disjoint, bag, or counting union), and views are multi-linear with respect
to the new union operation. Most importantly, the new deep union operations
are invertible, i.e. given R1 [ R2 = R3 one can compute R1 given R3 and
R2 (denoted as R1 = R3 � R3). Intuitively, invertible union operation allow
the eÆcient propagation of deletions since the following multi-linearity law for
deletion can be derived: V (D1; :::; Di � 5Di; :::; Dn) = V (D1; :::; Di; :::; Dn) �
V (D1; :::;5Di; :::; Dn).

Note that the deep union operation in WHAX is not invertible. For example,
consider A = fPerson("Tom") : fgg, B = fPerson("Tom") : fAge : "26"gg, and
their deep union A ]B = fPerson("Tom") : fAge : "26"gg, which is equal to B.
However, the inverse operation (A ] B)�B = B �B = fg is not equal to A.

Although it is surprisingly diÆcult to �nd a disjoint union operation [9] for
WHAX (preliminary ideas of how to do this can be found in [26]), it is possible
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Fig. 7. Annotating a WHAX-tree with supports

to extend the counting technique. The approach is based on keeping a derivation
count for each node in the view, and representing deletions as WHAX trees with
negative counts.

6.1 Counting in WHAX

In the counting approach for SPJ views [6, 22], each tuple in the view is an-
notated with a count describing the number of its derivations. The count is
increased/decreased by one whenever the tuple is inserted/deleted. Deletes can
be represented as tuples with count -1 and a generalized \count" union ]c is
suÆcient to support inserts and deletes uniformly.

A similar approach is adopted in WHAX: Each edge with local identi�er l(k)
in the WHAX-tree is annotated with a count c that describes the number of
derivations for the edge: l(k)[c]. We call count c the support of the edge.

The tree on the left of Fig. 7 shows parts of the tree from Fig. 2 with supports.
Leaf edges have support 1, and the support of the inner edges is the sum of the
child's supports (the indirect support of the edge) and some (by default, zero)
direct support for the edge itself. The indirect support of leaf edges is 0.

As in the relational model, insertions and deletions can be modeled as data
values with positive or negative supports. The center of Fig. 7 shows the update
tree for adding a new author \Ina" to publication \Types", and changing a page
number from 146 to 147. To model this page change, the old edge with label 146
is deleted (support -1) and the new edge 147 is inserted (support 1). Note that
the indirect support of Pages is (+1)+(-1)=0.

The deep union operator ]c for trees with counts is de�ned as follows:

v1 ]c v2 ::= fl(k)[c1 + c2] : (s1 ]c s2) j l(k)[c1] : s1 2 v1; l(k)[c2] : s2 2 v2;
(c1 + c2 6= 0 _ s1 ]c s2 6= fg) g [

fl(k)[c] : s j l(k)[c] : s 2 v1; l(k)[:::] =2 dom(v2)g [
fl(k)[c] : s j l(k)[c] : s 2 v2; l(k)[:::] =2 dom(v1)g

Note that merged edges are eliminated if their support is empty (c1 + c2 = 0)
and they do not have children (s1 ]c s2 = fg). Fig. 7 shows an example of the
deep union on trees with supports.

Computing the Support for the View. Although the counting approach in the
WHAX-model is intuitive, the supports in the view must be carefully chosen to
preserve the semantics of queries, as the following nested view illustrates:



where <Person(Name:$n)> $p </> in $db

construct <MyPers(Name:$n)>

where <Age> $a </> in $p construct <Age> $a </>

</>

First, observe that the indirect support of pathMyPers(Name:$n) in the view may
be 0 if there is no Age edge in the base data. Its direct support must therefore be
> 0, and is determined by the (direct+indirect) support of path Person(Name:$n)
in the source. The indirect support of MyPers(Name:$n) is determined as usual
by its children, and will be either 0 or 1 in our example.

Consider the syntax of where-construct-queries (Fig. 6). Let � denote a valu-
ation for the variables in the where-clause and let PPat i(�) (PExpr j(�)) be the
instantiation of pattern PPat i (path expression PExpr

j
(�), respectively) under

this valuation. Let the support of path p, Supp(p), be the the support (direct +
indirect) of the last edge in the path. The direct support of a path (DSupp(p))
is de�ned similarly. Then, the direct support of each output path PExpr

j
(�) is

determined by the product of the supports of each of the input paths PPat i:
5

8 1 � j � n : DSupp(PExpr
j
(�)) =

Y

1�i�m

Supp(PPat i(�))

Lemma 3. A multi-linear WHAX-QL view V ($d1 , ... $dn) is also multi-linear

under counting semantics using counting deep union ]c.

7 Aggregations in WHAX

A simple extension of the data model andWHAX-QL allows the use of aggregates
in WHAX. First, the syntax is extended such that expressions ei in the construct-
clause of where-construct-queries (Fig. 6) can be any aggregate function sum(e),
avg(e), count(), min(e), or max(e). The following example view determines the
nu,ber of pages published for each conference and year:

where <Conf(@name:$cn,@year:$cy).Publ(Title:$t).Pages>

<From> $from </> <To> $to </> </> in $db,

construct <Conf(@name:$cn,@year:$cy).SumPages> sum($to-$from+1) </>

The key idea is that aggregate values produced by the construct-clause are
merged through the deep union operation. For this, the WHAX model is ex-
tended as follows: Edges with annotation l[c]6 can be annotated with aggregate
tags: aggr :: l[c]. Fig. 8 illustrates the use of aggregates and deep union of aggre-
gates. For example, Count::2[2] represents a publication count of 2 (with support
2) and min::24[1] a minimum author age of 24.

The deep union ]a over WHAX-trees v1 and v2 with aggregates has the
following meaning: For any two matching aggregate elements aggr :: l1[c1] 2 v1
and aggr :: l2[c2] 2 v2, a new edge with aggr :: l[c1+c2] with l = aggr(l1; l2; c1; c2)

5 Intuitively, this works, since the product of supports is linear itself with respect to
summation.

6 The key k and the value v in l(k) : v are always empty for aggregate edges.
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Fig. 8. Deep Union for Aggregates

is created. The aggregate combinator function aggr(l1; l2; c1; c2) is di�erent for
each aggregate, e.g. sum(l1; l2; c1; c2) = l1+ l2 and min(l1; l2; c1; c2) = min(l1; l2).
Note that the count aggregate is a special case of the sum aggregate and the count
aggregate value is in fact the same as the support of the edge.7 Furthermore,
note that min and max are unde�ned for c1 � c2 < 0, since min and max cannot
be incrementally maintained under deletions.

8 Conclusion and Future Work

This paper describes a novel approach for incrementally maintaining views on
hierarchical semistructured and relational databases with key constraints. In
contrast to previous work on view maintenance in semistructured databases [3,
31], the WHAX architecture supports complex restructuring operations such as
regrouping, attening, and aggregations. Furthermore, while existing work only
considers maintenance for atomic updates, our technique is applicable to large
batch updates, which can reduce the refresh time of warehouses considerably.

The WHAX-model is a hierarchical data model that incorporates key con-
straints similar to the deterministic model [8] and the LDAP approach [29,
24]. The incremental view maintenance in WHAX is based on a fundamental
mathematical equivalence: multi-linearity. This provides an intuitive and simple
approach to view maintenance. Note that multi-linearity is also important for
several optimization problems, such a query parallelization and pipelining.

The techniques in this paper are orthogonal to other results obtained in the
relational setting. Most importantly, one can adopt previous algorithms to sup-
port deferred view maintenance [16] based on base logs and transition tables.
The bag-union and bag-di�erence considered in [16] can be replaced with the
deep union with counts. Furthermore, detection mechanisms for irrelevant up-
dates [5] can be adopted toWHAX-updates: Before an update is sent to the view,
it is veri�ed whether the where-clause can actually match the update.

Several research problems remain to be investigated. Our approach currently
does not support ordered data structures, which are important for XML and
document-oriented databases. Ordered structures are diÆcult to maintain, if
updated elements are identi�ed over their position. Positions are \dynamic" in
two essential ways: 1) positions of elements might change during updates, and 2)
positions may be di�erent in views. Therefore, a mapping between \dynamic"

7 This can be used for the implementation of avg.



positions and \static" keys must be provided. This mapping changes during
updates and eÆcient index schemes (e.g. based on B-trees) are required.

Furthermore, we do not consider several extensions to the query language,
such as negation and recursion [22], and did not address the issue of allowing
references within theWHAX-tree. A prototype of theWHAX system is in progress
and we expect to obtain experimental result that underscore the eÆciency of the
WHAX approach.
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A An Example of Multi-Linearization

Consider the following query, which extract authors and page numbers from
publications:



V4($db)=

where <Conf(@name:$n,@year:$y).Publ(Title:$t)> $p </> in $db

construct <Publ(Title:$t,Conf:$n,Year:$y)>

where <Pages> $pages </> in $p,

<Author($a)> </> in $p,

<Person($a)> </> in $db

construct <Pages> $pages </>,

<Author($a)> </> </>

Here, the base variable $db occurs in the outer and inner where-clause, and $p
occurs twice in the inner where-clause. We can rename the second occurrence
of $p to fresh variable $p' and the inner occurrence of $db to $db'. To ensure
that $p0 = $p, we duplicate the path binding for $p in the outer where-clause
and introduce fresh variable $db". Variables $db' and $db" become additional
parameters of the view:

V'4($db,$db',$db'')

=where <Conf(@name:$n,@year:$y).Publ(Title:$t)> $p </> in $db

<Conf(@name:$n,@year:$y).Publ(Title:$t)> $p' </> in $db''

construct <Publ(Title:$t,Conf:$n,Year:$y)>

where <Pages> $pages </> in $p,

<Author($a)> </> in $p',

<Person($a)> </> in $db'

construct <Pages> $pages </>,

<Author($a)> </> </>

The view V 04($db; $db0; $db00) is multi-linear and V 04(DB;DB;DB) = V 4(DB)
holds for any database DB.


